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developers creating startups for their own gain? - blakeo Everywhere i've worked at, all of my coworkers are engineers who
code for fun and as a hobby. I work for a software company where the executives are interested in finance and marketing but
not the technology. They care only about making money for the company. I often wonder if there is a way for people to find a

job that makes them happy, rather than a job that will get them money.Do you think startup management is better for people? (I
am specifically asking about growing a startup from 0-1MM.) ====== blakeo Thanks for the replies, really appreciate it. Q:

Change of momentum for a charged particle In a system where two charged particles of charge $q$ are interchanged, would the
momentum change? My intuition says no, but I can't give a convincing argument. A: It should not change since the system is
neutral. If the charges were isolated, then it would require a force to change the momentum. However, the system is in the
presence of another charged particle which interacts with the charges. The sum of the force on the system ($q$) plus the

interaction of the charged particles results in a system with zero force - so the momentum is unchanged. Subway-funded film to
screen in Bray in August A new film exploring the history of the Irish revolution in the years leading up to 1916 will be showing

in Bray this summer. An Uachtarán Cumann Poblachta (CUP) Sean McGinley and director Christy Byrne have teamed up to
produce the film, entitled Going to the Point, to screen at Bray’s Breda Gardens cinema on Saturday, August 26. The film will

be shown to the public free of charge. Mr McGinley, who was chairperson of Fianna Fáil in Bray for 14 years, said that cinema
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was “ideal” for the production. “Since the film depicts the period at the time we 570a42141b
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